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ABSTRACT 
Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let X be a projective variety over k. 
Let A be an n X n matrix with entries in the function field k(X) of X. We give a 
criterion for the existence of an invertible n X n matrix T with entires in k such that 
the matrix T- ‘AT is diagonal. This result generalizes a recent theorem of Adkins and 
earlier theorems of Friedland and of Motzkin and Taussky. 
Given a ring R , we let M,(R) d enote the space of all n X n matrices with 
entries in R. We say that a matrix B of M,,(R) is diagonalizable over a 
subring R, of R if there exists an invertible n X n matrix T with entries in 
R, such that T-‘BT is a diagonal matrix in M,(R). 
Throughout this note k will denote a fixed algebraically closed field of 
characteristic zero and X will stand for a projective variety over k. The 
function field of X will be denoted by k(X), and A = [aij] will be a fixed 
matrix in M,(k(X)). We give a criterion for A to be diagonalizable over k. 
Our result contains as a special case a recent theorem of Adkins [l] 
concerning the case where X is nonsingular and dim X = 1. Let us also 
mention that Adkins’s theorem generalizes earlier results in this direction 
due to Friedland [2] and to Motzkin and Taussky [4]. To state our criterion 
we first need some preparation. 
We let k[[t]] denote the ring of formal power series over k in the 
indeterminate t. We also denote by k((t)) and k{(t)} the fields of formal 
Laurent and Puiseux series, respectively. Recall that k((t)) is the quotient 
field of k[[t]], and the field k{(t)] is th e a e lg b raic closure of k((t )> (cf. [5, 
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p. 981). The order function on k{{t)) will be denoted by u. Given f in k{(t)), 
where ai E k, we set u(f)= m if f = 0, and u(f) = r/s if a, # 0, ai = 0 for 
i < r. 
Let 8x,. denote the local ring of X at x. Let u : 8, x + k[[t]] be a 
k-algebra homomorphism. One can think of u as a formal curve in X passing 
through r. Denote by &x,.,, the localization of 8, x with respect to the 
multiplicatively closed subset 8x,. \a-‘(0). Recall that k(X) is the quotient 
field of 8x,., which allows us to consider -kx x ~ as a subring of k(X). In 
other words, /x x ~ , , consists of all elements of iC(X) which are defined along 
the formal curve u. Obviously, there exists a unique k-algebra homomor- 
phism C : Ax, x, ~ -+ k((t)) which is an extension of (+. Denote by D(A, x) the 
set of all k-algebra homomorphisms u : 8,,. + k[[t]] such that the entries aij 
of A belong to Ax, x,(T and the matrix A,,, 
distinct eigenvalues in k{(t)), h 
=(~(a,~>1 ofM,(k((t)ll has 1 
w ere 1 is the number of distinct eigenvalues 
of A in the algebraic closure of k(X). The matrix A,,, can be written as 
where Ai is in M,(k). If A,,, = 0, we set A(r,u) = 0 and u,,,(A) =w. If 
A x (T # 0, then for some r E Z we have A, # 0, Ai = 0 for i < r, and we set 
A(;, a) = A,., u,.,(A) = r. 
THEOREM. Assume that for every point x in X and every u in D( A, x) 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) The matrix A(x, a) is diugonulizuble over k. 
(ii) If A,,..., A, are the distinct eigenuulnes of the mutrix A,,, in k{(t)), 
then u(A, - Aj) < 1+ u,,,(A) for i # j. 
Then the matrix A is diugonulizuble ouer k. 
We shall need the following result of Adkins [l, Proposition 2.51. 
LEMMA. Let B be in M,(k[[t]]) c M,(k((t))), and let A,,.. ., A, be the 
distinct eigenualues of B in k{(t)). A ssume that B is d~ugonulizuble over k{(t)), 
B(0) is diugonulizable ouer k, and v( Ai - Aj) < 1 for i f j. Then there exist a 
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positive integer r and an invertible n x n matrix T with entries in k[[t’/‘]] 
such that T-‘BT is a diagonal matrix in M,(k[[ t”‘]]). 
Proof of the Theorem. Let L be the splitting field over k(X) of the 
characteristic polynomial of A. 
Claim 1. The matrix A E M,(k(X)) C M,(L) is diagonalizable over L. 
Indeed, let Y be a projective variety over k, and 7r : Y -+ X a dominant 
rational map such that L is the function field of Y, that is, L = k(Y) (cf. [3, 
p. 25, Theorem 4.41). If r is defined at a point p of Y and x = r(p), then r 
induces a k-algebra monomorphism 8x,. + @r,,,. We shall consider @x,x as 
a subring of @,,, P. Let jar,. . . , pl be the distinct eigenvalues of A in k(Y). 
Obviously, one can find a nonempty open subset U of Y such that rr, all the 
entires of A, and the pi are defined on U. 
Let p be a point in U, and r = r(p). Define the homomorphism 
rr, . .@y,p + kRtl1 by T&g)= g(p) for g in @y,p. Let ax: @;;,. + Ntll be 
the restriction of To, that is, a,(f)=f(x) for f in 8x,.. Note that 
A(p) = A(x,a,), where A(p) = [aij(p>]. N ow consider the polynomial q(A) = 
(A - IL,). . . (A - pl) in k(Y)[h]. S ince, in virtue of (i), the matrix A(p) = 
A(x,a,) is diagonalizable over k and, clearly, the set {/.~~(p), . . .,pl(p)) 
contains all eigenvalues of A(p), it follows that (cp(A)Xp) = 0. Thus we 
obtain q(A) = 0, which implies that A is diagonalizable over k(Y) = L. 
Hence the proof of Claim 1 is complete. 
Let T be an invertible n X n matrix with entires in k(Y) such that 
T-‘AT is a diagonal matrix in M,(k(Y )). Also let Pj be the projection matrix 
of A onto the eigenspace of Z.L~, that is, 
A - PiZ 
Pj=n----- 
i+j Fj-FLi' 
where Z is the identity n X n matrix. Replacing Y by its normalization, we 
may assume that Y is a normal variety (in particular, Y is nonsingular in 
codimension 2) and r is defined on an open subset Y, of Y with codim(Y\ 
Y,,) > 2. Moreover, let V be the union of the supports of the divisors of the 
nonzero rational functions f on Y, where f stands for one of the entries of A, 
T, 5, the Z_L~, or the pi - pj. Shrinking Y, if necessary, but still preserving 
codim(Y \ Y,) > 2, we may also assume that V is nonsingular of codimension 
1 at each point of V n Y,,. 
Fix p in V n Y,,, and let (yi,. . . , yd), d = dim Y, be a system of regular 
parameters of the ring Uy,P such that V and y, = 0 coincide in a neighbor- 
hood of p. Consider Uy,P as a subring of the ring of formal power series 
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My,,. ., ~~~11. Let 7 : ey,,, -+ k[[t]] be the k-algebra homomorphism deter- 
mined by a substitution y, = zig, where y,(t) is in k[[t]], Y,~(O) = 0 for 
S=l >..., d, and y,(t) # 0. Let x = r(p), and let o : t9,,. -+ k[[t]] be the 
restriction of r. By construction, the entries of A, T, P,, and the P~,,LL~ - pi 
belong to the localization ky,p 7 of @r ,, with respect to @r,,, \ T- ‘(0). 
Moreover, if p : -k;-, 1),7 + k((t)) is a unique k-algebra homomorphism which 
is an extension of T, then A, o = [p(aij)], the matrix A,X ~ is diagonalizable 
over k((t)) (hence also over’ k{{t]]), and p(pl),...,p(iI) are the distinct 
eigenvalues of A,,,. 
Claim 2. If P, = [&I, then u(p(p$)) z 0. 
Indeed, let m = v,,,(A) and B = t-“‘A.,,. Then B is in M,(k[[t]]) and 
since A, ~ is diagonalizable over k((t)), we obtain that B is also diagonaliz- 
able over k((t)). By construction, t-“‘p(p,), . . . , t-“‘p(pl) are the distinct 
eigenvalues of B and hence, in virtue of (ii), ~(t-“~p(p~i)-- t~“‘p&~)) < 1 for 
i # j. Also note that B(O) = A(x, (~1 and hence, by (i), B(O) is diagonalizable 
over k. Thus we can apply the Lemma to B. It follows that if Q, = [q&l is 
the projection matrix of B onto the eigenspace of t-“p(pj), then c(y$) > 0. 
On the other hand, we have 
Qj=FI - 
B - t-“‘p( pi)1 
i #j t “‘P( Pj> - t-“‘P(I*i) 
= [P(&Jl~ 
and hence Claim 2 follows. 
Claim 2 immediately implies that the entries of P, are defined at each 
point of Y. Indeed, suppose that an entry f in P, has poles. Then one can 
find a pole p of f in V n Y,. It follows that for the corresponding homomor- 
phism p, the element p(f) of k((t)) is not in k[[t]], that is, v(p(f)) < 0, a 
contradiction with Claim 2. 
Since Y is a projective variety and the entries of P, are defined at each 
point of Y, we conclude that 5 is in M,(k) (cf. [3, p. 18, Theorem 3.41). It 
follows that the eigenspace of pj is generated over k(Y) by vectors with 
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components in k. Hence the matrix A is diagonalizable over k, and the proof 
of the Theorem is finished. n 
I wish to thank the referee for indicating how to simplify the exposition 
and make the proof completely elementary. 
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